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Subduction earthquakes are commonly regarded as the most significant seismic threat for South America.
However, historic destructive earthquakes related to shallow crustal sources have occurred onshore where many
important cities, capital towns and critical facilities are settled nearby faults, whose seismogenic capability is
known or suspected. Despite this fact, many seismic hazard assessments (SHA) do not consider potentially
seismogenic faults at all, or do so only sparingly, in some cases because the required fault data are absent or not
available in an adequate format for engineers or for SHA requirements.
The South America Risk Assessment (SARA) project has promoted a closer link between the regional earthquake
geology community and the hazard modelers, with the aim of incorporating the crustal hazardous faults as one
of the database layers feeding the SARA seismic hazard source model. This task has been undertaken aiming at
compiling under homogeneous standards available information on seismically capable structures and upgrading
and fulfilling whenever possible key input parameters for SHA.
Existing maps and parametric data of hazardous faults and folds in South America (e.g. 3D geometry and
kinematics) have been conceived as fault compilations and not always provide a clear image on the seismic
capability of causative structures. Thus, they contain several uncertainties and inconsistencies as which resulted in
difficulties to translate and complete the necessary data for SHA requirements. Confronting data harmonization
along different regions and settings have proved not to be straightforward, due to different working criteria and
epistemic data uncertainties. Capacity building is mandatory for getting the maximum benefit of ongoing and
future ventures.
Relevant parameters such as geometry, kinematics, and slip rate for each fault has been compiled under a
GIS-supported platform and spatially linked to fault traces. These data could be visualized through the Open
Quake Platform provided by the Global Earthquake Model.

